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Deep Bass Nine Warranty
Control Synthesis gives you the following warranty. As purchaser of the Control Synthesis
Deep Bass Nine, you are covered against defects in material and workmanship for a period
of one year after the date of purchase, provided that they are unused at the time of purchase
(other than resonable use for testing or demonstartion purposes). During this warranty peri-
od Control Synrhesis or its registered distributor will repair (or at its option replace) free of
charge a Deep Bass Nine that proves defective provided that you return them properly pack-
aged to the authorised sales outlet from whom you bought the Deep Bass Nine. There may
be delays in repair or replacements in the event that parts must be obtained from another
countty.

This warranty does not apply to a Control Synthesis Deep Bass Nine if, in the opinion of
Control Synthesis, it has been damaged by accident, abuse, misuse or misapplication or as
the result of service or modification by other than a Control Synthesis Agent, it has deteri-
orated due to normal wear and tear, or you fail your obligations in respect to this warranty.
In the event that any claim presented under warranty is found on investigation by Control
Synthesis, or its agents, to be outside either the scope or duration of this warranty, then the
costs of such an investigation and repair shall be borne by you.

Control Synthesis makes no conditions, warranties or representations to any Control
Synthesis Deep Bass Nine which has been used at the time of the original purchase (other
than resonable use for testing or demonstration purposes) ..

Control Synthesis shall not in any event be liable for any direct, consequential, incidental,
indirect or special damages, even if advised of the possibility of such damages. Without lim-
iting the generality of the above Control Synthesis shall not have any liability due to lost
recordings or performances, including any costs of recovering or reproducing such record-
ings or performances.

Control Synthesis makes no conditions, warranties or representations, express or implied,
written or oral, including but not limited to the implied warranties of merchantability and
fitness for a particular purpose, except as expressly set forth above. No other statements of
the Control Synthesis warranty are authorised and they should not be relied upon.

Control Synthesis' aggregate liability in respect of any single event or series of events
whether as a result of negligence, breach of contract, misrepresentation or otherwise shall in
no circumstances exceed the cost of the defective, damaged or undelivered product deter-
mined by the invoiced price.

The terms of this limited warranty do not affect or prejudice the statutoty rights of a con-
sumer acquiring the Control Synthesis Deep Bass Nine otherwise than in the course of a
business neither do they limit or exclude any liability for personal injuty or death caused by
Control Synthesis' negligence.

Read This First
Power Supply
The Deep Bass Nine has a voltage switch for 240 or 110 volts operation. The switch is
preset for the countty the unit is supplied to. The correct mains cable is supplied.

Cleaning
Wipe the unit carefully with a moist cloth. Do not use solvents or abrasive cleaners.

Frequency Warning
The DB9 is an analogue synthesiser. Unlike current digital, sample-based machines the
DB9 produces a much larger range of audio frequencies, both lower and higher, so use
the DB9 with caution.

Setting up your Deep Bass Nine
Remove the synthesizer from its cardboard box (you've already done this as you're reading
the manual). Do not throw this packaging away. It can be used to protect the machine in
transportation.

The DB9 should be mounted in a standard 19" rack, away from any fluorescent lamps or
computer monitors.

With the DB9 power switch in the off position, insert the mains cable into the socket on
the back.

Connect a cable from the audio out of the DB9 into your mixing desk or amplifier.

Connect a MIDI cable from a MIDI controller keyboard, computer sequencer or other
MIDI device into the MIDI In socket on the back of your DB9.

Turn on the DB9 and enjoy.
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Introduction
The Deep Bass Nine (DB9) is a nineteen inch, single unit, MIDI-controlled monophonic
analogue synthesizer. It is a voltage controlled synthesiser using one volt per octave, with
an excellent 24dB voltage controlled resonant filter. The filter is an exceptional resonant
filter design which is very aggressive and emuiates the classic "acid" dance music bass
sound.

It has five main functions:

The Synthesizer
A sound is defined by three basic elements: pitch; timbre and volume. In a synthesizer
you have control over these three elements. A voltage controlled oscillator (the pitch) is
treated using a voltage controlled filter (the timbre) and then finally articulated using a
voltage controlled amplifier (the volume). In the DB9 .the control of these elements has
been limited to specifically assist the user produce bass sounds.

The Pitch

I
2
3
4
5

a MID I controlled bass synthesizer;
an analogue controlled bass synthesizer;
a MIDI to CV converter;
a MIDI controlled filter gate and
an analogue controlled filter gate.

The Voltage Controlled Oscillator (VCO) is an oscillator which generates a pitch based
on a voltage. The DB9 uses the original I volt per octave pre-MIDI standard. The DB9's
MIDI interface generates this voltage and it is then used to control the DB9's synthesizer
board. The tuning knob will let you adjust the fine tuning range

The Timbre
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These functions are explained in the application notes (appendix A) at the back of this
manual.

The front panel controls give you the ability to adjust various parameters of the sound in
real-time. These controls are tailored to produce both deep and cutting bass sourlds quick-
ly and easily. You can select the basic waveform, the tuning of the oscillator, cut-off fre-
quency, resonance, envelope modulation, decay, accent, volume and the MIDI channel of
the unit.

You can adjust some of the settings of the synthesiser over MIDI. The cut off frequency
can be altered using the modulation wheel on a MIDI keyboard (MIDI controller I). If
you play notes with a MIDI velocity of 65 or greater, the accent knob will change the
quality of the sound. To access the glide function then use MID I pottamento on / off
command - controller 65 on or off.

Demo Mode
To access the demo mode on the Deep Bass Nine turn the unit on with the MIDI chan-
nel knob set to sixteen. The Deep Bass Nine will then play the demo tune continually
until you change the MIDI Channel. (Once the demo has stopped you can return it to
channel sixteen if you wish to play the DB9 on channel sixteen.)

Depeche Mode
A synthesizer band from the early eighties.

The voltage controlled filter will adjust the sound of the machine quite dramatically but
you can also select the harmonic content of the basic waveforms using the waveform knob
on the front of the DB9. There are two waveforms to choose from giving two harmoni-
cally different sound sources. These are sawtooth and square. The sawtooth waveform
produces a thin "brassy" sound. The square wave is a much more aggressive, more syn-
thetic sound.

The Voltage Controlled Filter (VCF) adjusts the sound of the basic waveforms by reduc-
ing or emphasising certain harmonics. These are adjusted on the D B9 using the following
knobs. The cut-off frequency knob (Cut Off Freq.) adjusts the cut-off frequency of the
voltage controlled filter. As you turn the knob anti-clockwise the higher harmonics are
reduced, eventually the waveform will approach a sine wave. The filter resonance knob
(Resonance) adjusts the harmonic emphasis of the VCF. As you turn the knob clockwise
the harmonics become more emphasised. When the resonance knob is turned fully clock-
wise the filter will produce the classic "acid" sound, which has been used on so many suc-
cessful recordings.

Use the envelope modulation knob (Env Mod) to control the amount of envelope signal
used to bias the filter. The further clockwise the knob is rotated the greater the amount of
envelope modulation applied to the filter and the brighter the sound will be. The enve-
lope decay knob (Decay) controls the length of time the sound takes to decay away.
Turned fully anti-clockwise the decay time is vety short. Turned fully clockwise the decay
time is vety long.
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The accent level knob (Accent) controls the accent level of the DB9. When the DB9
receives MIDI note on messages with velocities gteatet than 64, the position of this knob
changes the sound of the DB9. Accent does not affect the volume of the sound but the
cut off frequency of the filtet, the amount of envelope modulation and the decay time.

The Front Panel

The Deep Bass Nine is a very specific monophonic synthesizet. Unlike normal synthesiz-
ers the controls have been limited to produce a large range of bass-specific sounds. All the
controls are either rotary switches or rotary potentiometers. The main functions are:

Please note:
Because the accent control affects so many parameters it should be used with caution. If
you write a sequence without accents programmed in then the accent control will
"swamp" the settings of the other controllers giving you less control over the sound.

The Volume.

F-"oT"a-r

6 7 10 II 12
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The voltage controlled amplifier (VCA) in the DB9 is "hidden" - the only control that
affects the envelope is the decay knob. The reason is that bass sounds have a general enve-
lope which remains fairly constant - the attack portion of the sound is fast to allow the
bass sound to be accurate and "in time". The output volume knob (Volume) controls the
overall output volume of the Deep Bass Nine.

The MIDI channel knob (Midi Channel) selects the MIDI channel of the DB9 . You can
select any of the sixteen MIDI channels. These MIDI signals are converted to control
voltages and gate signals inside the DB9 to control the bass synthesizer. These control
voltages and gate signals can be accessed from the back of the DB9 and can be used to
control any analogue monophonic synthesizer with C/V and gate input.

Remember:
The MIDI Channel knob has a hidden feature. If you turn on the DB9 with the MIDI
Channel switch set to sixteen then the DB9 will enter Demo Mode and will play the
demo tune. To exit Demo Mode just rotate the MIDI Channel knob in either direction.
The demo tune will stop and you can then set the MIDI Channel to any channel number
required.

The power switch (On/Off) switches the DB9 on or off.

,

2

3

4

5

6,
7

8

9

10

11

12

Env Trigger
Envelope trigger. This LED will light when the DB9's envelope is triggered-
either through MID I with a note on or using an analogue gate signal.
Waveform
Waveform selection. This can be sawtooth or square waveforms.
Tuning
Fine Tuning. Fine tuning can beadjusted using this control. The Deep Bass Nine
responds to MID I notes and "blippy", high-pitched sounds can be obtained by
playing a higher octave on your keyboard or sequencer.
Cut Off Freq.
Filter Cut Off Frequency. This adjusts the cut off frequency of the filter. This can
also be controlled from MIDI using the modulation controller.
Resonance
Filter Resonance. This control adjusts the resonance of the filter, from no reso-
nance - to the classic acid resonance sound.
Env. Mod
Envelope Modulation. This sets the level of filter modulation applied from the
envelope.
Decay
Envelope Decay Rate. The length of decay is adjusted using this controller.
Accent
Depth of Accent. This controls the accent level.
Volume
Output Level. This Controls the overall volume of the unit.
Midi Channel
Set MIDI Channel. This selects the Midi Channel the Deep Bass Nine will
respond to.
Power
Power switch. This turns the unit on and off.
Mains On
Mains present LED. This will light when the unit is on.
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The Back Panel

Appendix A
Application Notes

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

The back panel of the Deep Bass Nine houses the input and output sections.

Control Synthesis DB9 000 000
Mid/In MidiTh",

o o o Using the Deep Bass Nine as a MIDI controlled bass synthesizer.

This is the basic function of the DB9. Using a MIDI keyboard or sequencer you can use
the DB9 as part of a MIDI based setup. Connect a MIDI cable from the MIDI In socket
on the back of the DB9 to your keyboard or sequencer MIDI Out.

I
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Power
Power socket. This is a fused power socket. Use the supplied mains cable to power
the unit.

2 Voltage Selection
Voltage serting. This sets the operating voltage of the unit. In Europe it should be
set to 240 volts. In America and Japan it should be set to 110 volts. Be very careful -
setting rhis switch incorrectly could result in permanent damage to YOut Deep Bass
Nine.

3 C/V In
Control Voltage In. Use a 1/4 inch mono jack to provide a control voltage to allow
you to play the unit from a C/V gate analogue sequencer or keyboard.

4 Gate In
External Gate In. Use a 1/4 inch mono jack to provide a gate signal when playing
the DB9 from a CN gate analogue of keyboard.

5 MIDI In
MIDI In Socket. Use a MIDI cable to drive DB9.

6 MIDI Thru'
Midi Through Socket. Use a MIDI cable to re-rransmir rhe original data received.

7 C/V Out
Control Voltage Out. Use a 1/4 inch jackto send the control voltage generared by
the DB9's MIDI to control an external analogue synthesizer.

8 Gate Out
Gate Out. Use a 1/4 inch jack tolsend a gate signal generated by the DB9's MIDI
board to trigger a gate on an external analogue synthesizer.

9 Audio In
External Audio In. Use a 1/4 inch jack to send an audio signal into the filter of the
Deep Bass Nine. See Application notes and the sample sound charts to give you
example of how to urilise this feature.

10 Audio Out
Audio Out. Use a 1/4 inch jack to send the output of the Deep Bass Nine into YOut
music setup.

,

i
i

:'l

Connect a MIDI cable from the MIDI Thru socket to the MIDI In of another MIDI
instrument if you want to use the DB9 in a chain.

Using the Deep Bass Nine as an analogue controlled bass synthesizer.

This is the analogue purist option. If you have a CV and Gate based setup, for example,
Roland's MC202, MC4, ARP sequencer for example. You can integrate the DB9 very
simply. By connecting cables from the CV and Gare out of your controlling device into
the CV In and Gate In sockets on the DB9 the MIDI section of the DB9 is completely
disabled. The DB9 will now behave like any other analogue synthesizer in YOutsetup.

Using the Deep Bass Nine as a MIDI to CV converter.

The DB9 MIDI board converts MIDI data into a control voltage and a gate signal to
drive the DB9 analogue board. You cah also use these signals to play an analogue synthe-
sizer by using cables from rhe CV and Gare Out sockets. Any MIDI data received on the
selected MIDI channel on the front of the box will be converted into the appropriate volt-
ages and gates.

Using the Deep Bass Nine as a MIDI controlled filter gate.

By connecting a external audio signal into the DB9's Audio In socket you can use the
DB9 to filter these sounds. The filter and envelope will only open when the box receives
MIDI data. So by sending MIDI data into the DB9 while sending another sound through
the unit you can filtet the external sound rhythmically.

Using the Deep Bass Nine as an analogue controlled filter gate.

If you connect external CV and Gate signals into the DB9 while sending an external
audio feed into the DB9 the MIDI infotmation will be ignored and the CV and gate sig-
nals will trigger the envelope and filter.
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Appendix B
Glossary Glossary (cant.)

A.R.

ADSR

CV.

E.G.

Env Mod

Gate

MIDI

Pitch

12

See E.G.

See E.G.

Control Voltage. This was how electronic instruments were
controlled before MIDI. The oscillator requires a voltage to
generate a pitch. This pitch can be sent to another synthesizer
based on the same system and used in conjunction with a gate
signal you could have two synthesizers playing the same part.

The Envelope Generator is the element of the synthesizer
which can be used to articulate various parts of the synthesizer.
This is also known as a transient generator. They are usually
two types in analogue synthesizers. An A.R. envelope generator
(arrack and release) - a very basic type or and ADSR envelope
generator (arrack, decay, sustain and release) - giving more
control over the sound. For example, if applied to a VCA then
the envelope generator will change the volume of the sound, if
applied to the VCO it will adjust the pitch. In the DB9 the
envelope generator controls the VCF depending on the posi-
tion of the Env Mod potentiometer.

Envelope Modulation this controls the level of modulation
applied to the VCF from the Envelope Generator.

A Gate pulse is used to trigger the start of the Envelope
Generators cycle. As rhis is pre-set in the DB9 when the DB9
receives a Gate signal a sound is heard.

Musical Instrument Digital Interface. This is a method of
allowing musical equipment to communicate to a computer or
with other musical equipment via a serial cable.

This is the frequency of the sound. It is the number of cycles a
second that a sound vibrates. For example, the musical note
"A" vibrates at 440 cycles per second. An octave lower and the
note is 220 cycles per second - an octave higher and the note is
880 cycles per second.

Timbte

Transient Generator

V.CA

V.CF.

V.CO.

Volume

This is a French word meaning "colour of the sound". The
timbre of a sound is how we can distinguish two sounds at the
same pitch played on different instruments.

See E.G.

The Voltage Controlled Amplifier is the element of the syn-
thesizer that controls the volume of the sound. The V.CA..in
the D B9 is pre-set.

The Voltage Controlled Filter is the element of the synthesizer
that controls the overall timbre of the sound. The V.CF. in
the D B9 is a 24dB per octave filter with special resonance
characteristics.

The Voltage Controlled Oscillatot is the basic sound source in
a synthesizer. It is an electronic circuit which generates wave-
forms. The V.CO. in the DB9 produces two types of wave-
form, a square wave and a sawtooth wave.

This is how loud a sound is. The greater the volume the loud-
er the sound.
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Appendix C
Specifications Sound Charts
Deep Bass Nine (DB9) Monophonic Bass Synthesizer.

VCO

VCF

Waveform Sawtooth and Square wave selection

Cut Off Frequency

Resonance

Control Synthesis in a classic analogue revival push have decided to include the ultimate
analogue memory jogger - the pen and paper. Just like the machines from the seventies,
we've included for your pleasure and technical assistance, a set of charts for you to archive
all you favourite sounds.

Sound Name: "Demo Setting"
Envelope Modulation

Accent
Control Synthesis
DEEP BASS NINE

:[~':
1b98

MiJlCJ •• ".u1 Mlli", 0"

Midi Midi Channel

E.G.

Controllers Volume

Decay Time

Notes: This can be used with the in built demo sequence to show off the range of
sounds you can ger from even a simple setting on the front panel.

Cut Off Frequency via MIDI controller 4 (Modulation)

Rear Panel Output Jack

Input Jack

Gate Out Jack

CN Out Jack

Gate In Jack

CN In Jack

MIDI Thru

MIDI In

Mains Power In.

Sound Name: "Acid"

Control Synthesis :[(!)': "&;0.
DEEP BASS NINE 1.9"

MUliCh. ••••rl f'tJUNT M"i1lJo"

Notes: Squelchy square wave and the DB9's filter comspire to give you that 'classic
acid dance setting - turn the resonance pot up all the way!

Dimensions

Weight

19" * 11" * 1.75"

3.75 kilos
Sound Name: "Deep BassNine"

Power 240 / 110 volts switchable Control Synthesis
DEEr> BASS NINE

,,16/1 Off 0..
:,~(!)': ~

iO,"
M'JjCh4""tf r.O«r
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Notes: The further you turn up the Env Mod control the tighter the sound. If you
set the machine like this you get a lot of low frequency "booming" at the end of the
sound!
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Sound Charts
Control Synthesis in a classic analogue revival push have decided to include the ultimate
analogue memory jogger - the pen and paper. Just like the machines from the seventies,
we've included for your pleasure and technical assistance, a set of charts for you to archive
all you favourite sounds.

Sound Name: "Square Synth Bass"

Sound Charts
Well that's us over with. Now it's your turn. Here are some sheets which you can use to
save your own favourite settings of the D B9. You may photocopy these pages.

Sound Name: \ k \-VL F d\k'A'V

.

Control Synthesis
DEEP &A5S NINE

Off 0.

~
Control Synthesis
DEEP BASS NINE

,,'.
'
1 Off 0"

"0' b
'0 ~ •

MUJiCN,,,,tf POwn"

Notes: A cool square wave bass sound that really punches through!

Sound Name: "Brass Bass"

Notes:

Sound Name:

Control Synthesis
DEEI' BASS NINE

"'1 Off 0..
[C!)'; ~

" ~ .
MUIi a,.",,,,{ P~wn

x" i-L

b :O~ :O~ :0: :O~ :0: :0: :0:
I' I \ I' I \ I \ I \ "

ElloTrigr w.~,.", T""in: CIIIOjfF"'l RnD1Ul'l« £'",MoJ &.y Acc ••••1 Vol ••••••.

Control Synthesis
DEEP B.-\5S NINE

"'1 OJ! 0..
:!'o'; b

I•• '

MUliChlIn.u1 POIIIn"

Notes: Using the sawtooth waveform you can emulate the sounds of tubas and
trombones - not terribly useful in dance music - unless it's 1920's dance music!

Sound Name: "External Treatment"

Notes:

Sound Name:

Notes: By setting the DB9like this and inserting an external signal into the audio
in on the back you can open up a whole new set of sounds by using the D B9 as <\ filter
gate - remember to send MIDI data to the DB9 - so the gate and filter opens and closes.

- .-
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x ~ "-,I, ,J, ,I, ,It ,I, ,I, ,I, ,It
~ ~C!)~ ~~~ ~G~ ~~~ ~~~~~~ ~Q~

I \ I' I' I \ I' I \ I'
r1lvlTlrp' Wawform l""iltf; C",Of/Frt'l RrsO"" ••Cf ftU/Mod Drury Aermt VoJ" •••~

,

Control Synthesis
DEEP BASS NINE

""I Off u..
:!,(!)'; ~

ill ~ •

MiJiCh",nntl Po","

.

x ~ "-,Oil':'01/-:':'01/:::'':'01/::'01/:::.'::'01/:':'01/:'::'01/:
...... '" .... "" ... '" .... '" .•. '" .••.. " ...

I \ I \ I \ I \ I \ I' I \
EnoTriarr WoIwfi>,.", T ••••inr CutOfJFrrt{ /?nOM"CC £noMod Dmry A/cmf Vol•••••••

Notes:

Control Synthesis
DEEP BASS NINE

"'1 Off On

:Co';b
IU ~ •

Midi C;"'''M POIIHr
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Well that's us over with. Now it's your turn. Here are some sheets which you can use to
save your own favourite settings of the 0 B9. You may photocopy these pages.

Sound Charts

18

Sound Name:

X" rL

(j ~q~ ~q~ ~q~ ~q~ ~q~~q~ ~q~
W""..fi>rm Tuni"l CUI OffFrtq Rm"""cr bw Mod &ray Vol ••••••

Notes:

Sound Name:

X" rL

(j ~O~ :O~ :O~ :0: :0: :0: :O~
" I \ I' I \ I \ I \ I \

F,,,,}riW' I¥IIwfOrm [ ••"inK CUIOffF"'I Rm",,,,,cr En" Mod &ell) Vo"'mt'

Notes:

Sound Name:

X" rL

(j :O~:O::O::O::O::O::O:
I \ I \ I \ I \ I \ I \ I \

h'''/''grr WawJo"" 1""'''1: C••,OjJFrrq Rm""",t' £ ••"Mod Ikc••y Vol ••",.

Notes:

Control Synthesis
DEEP BASS NINE

Control Synthesis
DEEP BASS NINE

Control Synthesis
DEEP BASS NINE

Off 0"

b
P.~

"': Off 0"

:[0'; b
109 •

MiJiChtt •••••1 p"","

,., 1 Off 0"

:to'; b
MidiCh,:"",f Po"," Maim 0••
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DEEP BASS NINE
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Control Synthesis Ltd.
Chapel Mews, Crewe Road,
Alsager, Staffs.,ST7 2HA.

United Kingdom.
Telephone 01270 - 883779 (international +44 127 - 883779)
"Facsimile 01270 - 883847 (international +44 127 - 883847)
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